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WEATHER
TODAY: Mushroom clouds. High 400C/1000F
FRIDAY : More clouds. High 500C/1200F
SATURDAY : Forget it.
Sunrise,- Never again.
Sunset ■ Forever.
TRAVELLERS FORECAST
City Hi
Agri Dagi f33
Aldabra c 17
Badajoz 112 30
Bating pc 20
Bay City wc 4
Cheektowaga...tr 40
East Peoria... s 10
Genoa City...wg -8
Gotham city... b 7
Harvey wd 24
Heliopolis....cy 25
City Hi
Hippo vf 26
Lackawanna....fr 40
Looton s 20
Mackinac pc 9
Manchuria c 0
McKellar 112 5
Magnetewan.... c 25
Moose Jaw wc 0
Palestine vh 45
Port Charles..vb -9
Toyland fg 20
Code: b-batty, c-clear, cy-cloudly, f-fair, fg-fun
and games, fr-fire, pc-partly cloudy, r-rain, s-
sunny, vb-very boring, vf-very fat, vh-very hot,
wc-who cares, wd-well done, wg-what garbage
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TVue.
Youth tares are available one way or round trip on
all domestic flights. Starting April 9. For anyone 12 through
21
years of age inclusive. No reservations. Standby only.
Fares subject to government approval.
Pick up and go whenever and wherever you
want* Call your travel agent or CPAir. And save oig.
CallusIst. CPAir C
Official Airline Expo 86 Vancouver
'.££mj CP and [< are registered trademarksof Canadian Pacific Limited.
GRADUATE STUDIES
IN HUMAN RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT
A career in Human Resources
Management as a specialist in
Personnel and Labour Relations
is less than a yearaway.
A one year graduate will be of-
fered by Seneca College in 1984.
It is a unique adult program de-
signed to serve the career needs
of those graduates who want a
Career in Human Resources
Management, starting Septem-
ber, 1984 until May, 1985.
Consisting of 10 professional
subjects, the program prepares
the graduate to practically imple-
ment the conceptual principles
of sound Human Resources
Management on a cost effective
basis.
Orientation session:
May 15. 1984.
Call or write now for full details
and brochure:
The Registrar's Office
(416) 491-5050, ext. 366
£ SENECA COLLEGE
■PJ OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
I~W)MNCH 4MSUI lAtl NOKHtORk -ONTARIO Mil l\\
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One more Reason To Go CPAir.
mearnchair
HAWAIIAHBUBBLEBASH ;
SmtKTAKCS.
Still 4 grand prizes left. fijjfefeaft " fP'
Contest extended to September 9. m . - «
Buy any domestic CPAir ticker between now and September 9, 1984, and you
could be a sweepstakes winner Grand prize offers 12 seats from Vancouver to Hawaii for you
and your friends in our Bubble (the upper lounge ofour Boeing 747s 1. Plus 7 nights accom-
modation at the Hyatt Regency, Waikiki and air travel between your CPAir city and Vancouver.
( Approx. value — $20,040, must be 18 years of age or older tor eligibility, 19 or older in 8.C.)
PUBS BOARD REVERSES HIRING DECISION
Pig chucks Chuckham
The WLU Board of Student
Publications has reversed a hiring
decision made earlier this year by
replacing editor-elect/Kirk
Chuckham with Baskerville Todd
Junior.
The surprise decision came about
last Friday after Board members
visited a friend living in Willison
Hall, known only as The Outlaw.
While at Willison Hall, they viewed
sex shows and even participated in
an orgy. It was during the course of
the orgy that board members met
Todd, who was encased in electric
tape.
Board member Karen Thwart
told The Sin thatTodd was wrapped
in tape "so that he won't burst when
you penetrate him." Thwart took a
liking to Todd, and convinced other
Board members to "give him a try."
While it is true that Todd is a
guinea pig, it is felt that this is only a
minor drawback.
"For one thing, he will certainly
be impartial. He will be fair and
reasonable when it comes to writing
editorials about WLUSU," said
Student Publications President
Andrew Labatts.
WLUSU President Kevin Plyers is
"ecstatic" that the paper will have a
guinea pig for editor. "That means
he won't be able to attend ad hoc or
board meetings and write nasty
things about ut. There's no possible
way he can climb all those stairs,"
Plyers noted cheerfully.
Board member Matt Tridentimo
has already petitioned the school to
build elevators and ramps
everywhere to facilitate Todd's
journeys around the school. "Let's
get off our asses and dosomething,"
he shouted. "I want action by
tomorrow morning, or I'll build the
damn things myself!"
WLUSU declined to pass
Tridentimo's motion, and has
planned to form 187 committees to
"look into the matter." The first
committee will be ready to report
"possibily in the first few weeks of
1988, or shortly thereafter," Plyers
said.
Meanwhile, Chuckham is
somewhat taken aback by the fact
that he has been thrown out on the
street. "That little fucking furry
rodent" is the only comment he had
for reporters.
Labatts felt obliged to explain
that the move was not some sort of
commie pinko imperialistic plot
against Chuckham. "It was Todd's
devotion to duty that convinced us.
He has already taken up residence in
the newspaper offices, and has
turned down a salary offer. Fresh
lettuce daily from Marg at the dining
hall is all he's asked for (no maple
leafs please). I don't know aboutany
communist plot," Labatts said.
Chuckham: pigged out
Drop students
Bovey suggests
The Bovey Commission has
submitted its preliminary report
suggesting that Ontario's post-
secondary education problems
could be solved by eliminating the
student from the system.
At a press conference yesterday,
Edmund Bovey, who is heading the
three-man task force studying ways
of streamlining the province's
universities, said that operating
schools without students is a "fresh,
innovative approach to education,
and it would substantially reduce
costs and improve the efficiency of
each and every institution and the
system as a whole."
"Administrative problems would
be greatly eased," said Bovey. "For
example, registrars would not be
constantly bothered by students —
who have no idea of just how
difficult life in a bureaucratic setting
is — with their petty troubles."
Bovey said the students
themselves would benefit if
Education Minister Bette
Stephenson accepts the proposal.
"They would be spared the trauma
of having to select irrelevant, totally
useless courses after their first
choices have been booked solid, and
they wouldn't have to stand in
registration line-ups for hours on
end," he said. "And let's face it;
there aren't any jobs for them to go
to when they're done, anyway."
Bovey said the reduction in
administrative costs would "more
than make up for" the loss of tuition
fees. However, he doesn't think the
move would result in a loss of jobs.
"We're sure we could find places
for anyone displaced by
introduction of this system," said
Bovey. "But we think that, even
without students, there won't be a
reduction in administrative and
support positions. 1/ some have to
disappear, we can always create new
ones. We have before."
The report has been submitted to
Stephenson and she is expected to
take action by the end of the week.
Broadbent calls
leadership vote
In an attempt to put themselves
back in the public eye and back up in
the polls, the federal New Democrat
Party has decided to hold a
leadership convention in September.
The decision was announced by
NDP Leader Ed Broadbent shortly
after an emergency caucus meeting
late last night. Boradbent said the
decision was made because the party
is frustrated and annoyed by the
Conservative and Liberal leadership
contests which have "stolen the
headlines" and the Gallup polls
points over the past year.
"We have tried to bring forth and
discuss the issues which we feel are
most important to Canada —
devastating unemployment,
crippling interest rates, destructive
inflation — but nobody seems to
want to listen to us, particularly you
people in the press," Broadbent told
a trio of reporters after he emerged
from the meeting. "How do we
compete with Jaws IV or The Man
From Glad? We just figured, if you
can't beat them, join them, and
we've put aside our noble principles
until we can regain the prominence
to make the people of this country
realize that we know what's best for
them."
Nobody in the party plans to run
for the leadership, so Broadbent is
expected to win by acclamation.
However, he has not officially
declared his candidacy, and some
NDP MPs have suggested that the
party consider going without a
leader.
"Look what it did for the
Conservatives after Clark called for
their leadership convention last
February," said MP Svend
Robinson, referring to the
Conservative rise in the Gallup poll
after former leader Joe Clark
decided to call the leadership
campaign which put Brian
Mulroney at the helm of the PCs.
"It certainly can't hurt. I mean,
things couldn't get much worse."
The convention, tentatively
scheduled for September 8, will be
held at Reggie's Roller Rink in
Moose Jaw.
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CONDO CRAZE
Page Four is amazed!
It seems that those WLUSUC type people down the hall have found
themselves a summer residence. Page Four has learnedthat the crosswalk
Commissioner's office has made a downpayment on a $950,000 condo on
Toronto's posh lakeshore. The WLUSUC digs come with three large
bedrooms, four baths, a gallery, den and monster kitchen.
Page Four notes that the summer board meeting will be held here and
that it will act as a rest stop for weary WLUSUC-ites during the long day
of summer.
We wonder what happened to the concept of holding referendums.
COLOURFUL CROSSWALK CONTEST
Are you ready for a new contest, kiddies?
Pager Four is infinitely proud to announce the organizing of the "paint
the crosswalk contest." Beginning tonight and continuing for one week,
we will be venturing out to College Avenue to judge the new entrants in
our contest.
The rules are simple. Every night for the rest of the week, people will be
welcome to wander out into the danger zone and paint their own original
crosswalk. The painting must be done on College between Queen and
Fred streets. At the end of the week, a lucky winner will be chosen and
have his or her illustrious crosswalk placed at the corner of College and
Alice.
All participants should send credit for their drawings to The Toronto
Sin, c/o Page Four. Get your spray cans ready!
BE TRUE TO YOUR SCHOOL
Page Four has learnedthat WLUSUChas booked the Beach Boys for a
four-night stand during next year's Orientation Week. Page Four can
hardly wait. Page Four knows ahead of time what the encore song will be
every night.
HOLY BATJOKE
A recently-heard riddle on Batman has th?SIN staff in stitches up here.
For your ever-increasing catalogue of bad jokes, here goes:
Bat Question: If there are four men in a boat in the middle of the ocean
with one cigarette each and no matches, how do they light their
cigarettes?
Bat Answer: Throw one cigarette overboard and the boat will be a
cigarette lighter.
Yuck!
A QUARTER PAST THE LIMIT
Page Four remembers a summer WLUSUC meeting that among other
things passed a resolution that no machine in the Games Room will cost
more than 25c per game. So why is Dirk so daring? For the non-player,
Dragon's Lair is the newest video game to enter the fair Games Room. It
also plays for 50c. Not to worry, though, the format was recently changed
so that you can now blow away five Dirks before the gameendeth. Used
to be you could only be bad enough to lose three men before you
sacrificed your turn. Who says WLUSUC isn't looking out for the little
guy?
Nuff said.
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MakeYour Holiday Work! O
Y CFS has a way to help you cut X
'4 travel costs and gain valuable 112/.
work experience abroad /j
A You owe it to yourself to
find out about the
y StudentWork JZ
Abroad Programme
| ISW,P) g
NAME
__
ADDRESS /j
4 1 2
PHONE
/> Mail completedcoupon to: t"
g Going **TRAVEL 2
YourUgy!** CUTS 2
y! The travel companyof CFS
fj TRAVEL CUTS TORONTO
Vj U of T 44 St. George St A
fy
416979-2406
y
CORD BASH! j ItflT*]&VH I M
End-of-year party in |
pgva&^irs
honour of all student :
publications staff and !
hcjuks:
hllH . • Monday - Thursday 1 1:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
™SSJS, I Fnday & Saturday 1 1:00 a. m. - 3:00 a. m.
TONIGHT! • Sunday 4:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.
Come up to the Cord ; PICK UP AND DELIVERY
office for map and details. ; CALL 886-6122
Don't miss It!
j 16Q Ur)jvers j ty Ave vv„ Waterloo
—J| I (In the University Shops Plaza)
J
J
s
Fordc's
25% discount
Custom
r j. j j.
c for students
Framing
J
Forde's Custom Framing
78 Francis St. N. j s associated with
Wockof Weher, Forde Studio
Water & King)
Kitchener Framing done professionally
745-8637
S. r
Oualitv Guaranteed Used Records I ,
y y * ■
Pregnant and unsure
Bought, Sold, Traded ■ of what the
Rock, Blues, Jazz, R&B I future holds?
Up to $2.50 paid for a single I.p. I
More for Doubles, Collectibles I Talk it over with
■ a friendly counsellor at
297 King St. East
I BIRTHRIGHT
Kitchener, Ontario I
r- CONGRATULATIONS -,
GRAD CLASS '84!!!
The WLU Alumni Association extends its best wishes to you for
those final examinations and welcomes you as members of the
Alumni Association at your Convocation May 27, 1984.
Congratulations and enjoy your Weekend: Steve Wilkie '82, Alumni
Grad Committee Chairman and Fred McLean '74, Alumni Association
President.
GRAD WEEKEND ACTIVITIES May 24-27, 1984
THURSDAY: 7 p.m. - Pub Crawl. Buses leave T.A. ($4.00)
FRIDAY: 5 p.m. - 8 p.m. - 8.8.Q. in Quadrangle (Cash Bar)
8 p.m. - 1 a.m. - Nostalgia Night at the Turret
1 a.m.-?-SAM BOARD -in Residence
SATURDAY: 11 a.m. - WLU Charity Run
12 noon - 2 p.m. - 8.8.Q. and Sports Afternoon
1 p.m. - 3 p.m. - Alumni Hall Open House (Free Coffee and Snacks, Cash
2 p.m. - 6 p.m. - Registration of Residence
5 p.m. -1 a.m. - Graduation Dinner and Formal, Bingeman Park Lodge
<$1900)
SUNDAY: 9 a.m. - 12 noon - Residence Checkout
9 a.m. - 1 p.m. - Gown Rental (Bookstore)
9:30a.m. - 1 p.m. - Graduation Brunch, Valhalla Inn (2 sittings)
io a.m. - Baccalaureate Service (Waterloo Luthern Chapel)
1:45 D.m. - Academic Procession Forms (Kitchener Auditorium)
2:15 p.m. - CONVOCATION
4 p.m. - President's Reception following Convocation (Campus)
4 p.m. - 5 p.m. - Return of Gowns at Auditorium
or 5 p.m. - 7 :30 - Return of Gowns at Bookstore
■AT
Accommodation in Residence available ($7.50 single, $11.00 double)
(Detailed information will be available from the Grad Class'B4
Executive Committee in your Grad Class Packages).
I
The Turret will be open
regular hours until F_;jail a_„;i
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Hello!
I don't
like you!
A rccent survey of Laurier
students shows that 94 per cent ofall
the people we say "Hi" to in the hall
are either complete strangers or
people we don't like. Dr. Jack
Strechmarque conducted the survey
over a period of weeks in the WLU
Concourse.
"Most of the time we don't even
know who we're saying hello to,"
Strechmarque said. "Many times we
stupidly yell at someone across the
Concourse only to find that they are
someone completely different. Then
we have to pretend someone else
yelled it, or we pretend we are yelling
at an imaginary person behind
them. Either way, we look like
complete assholes."
When asked about what we do
when we see people we don't like,
Strechmarque noted that this is a
very interesting topic.
"Most of the time we try to drop
our eyes and pretend that we don't
see the people, even when they're
walking straight towards us and
have already had eye-contact. The
old "pretend tobe reading" or "start
up a fake conversation with the
stranger beside you" methods are
commonly used to keep morons and
other undesirables from starting
conversations of nauseatingly
embarassing proportions."
When asked for further
comments, Dr. Strechmarque
stared blankly into the distance and
started yelling the name of an
attractive female in his psychology
class.
Laurier
men up
in arms
On Sunday, April 1, the first
meeting of the WLU ad hoc
committee on men's issues was held.
The committee, formed only
recently, is legitimizing its existence
based on the recent round of action
taken at Laurier to protect what the
committee calls "feminist takeover
of our basic rights."
Committee chairmale Dave
Doctortee says that the group is
looking at a number of areas where
they feel men's rights have been
either neglected or subject to reverse
discrimination. The first of these
areas is the annual Tamiae stagette.
The committee feels that the posters
advertising the event are blatant
exploitation of the male body.
"We want to be respected for who
we are, not just what we are," says
Doctortee. "You can bet your hairy
chest that you won't see pictures of
Orson Welles' naked butt splattered
all over those posters. It disgusts me.
Here we are, an institution of higher
learning and supposed liberal
thought, and there still are women
who condone this 19th century
attitude.
Doctortee then went on to explain
the committee's biggest project, an
escort service to parallel the one
WLUSU will be running in the fall.
The purpose of this second service,
Doctortee said, is to protect male
students from the WLUSU service.
"With all those vigilante escorters
walking around town, males
walking home alone run the risk of
being falsely accused of god know
what! The onus of proving
innocence is going to be on us—just
one more example of our being
discriminated against in the name of
equality."
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ATown at alime.
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||H| |-H or )ust $325, you can Invest in the experience of a lifetime.
JL take the train to Canada. Check out the Youth CANRAILPASS at your local
All of it! VIA Rail's Youth VIA Ticket Office or your travel agent, today!
CANRAILPASS gives you
30 days of limitless travel 777 777 |~7
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BDa" ,sDa,s 22 D">" 30
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II CanadaWest
Canada — a town at a time! iiBs.oo* <20500* ofWinnipeg
If you're on a tight budget, or would like 1 Quebec City/
to concentrate on a particular part of Canada, Windsor Corridor
shorter term, lower cost regional CANRAILPASSES
are available as well. You can enjoy 8 days of
unlimited travel in the Quebec City/Windsor .
Applicable fromJune 1 through September 30,1984. Trips
Corridor for just $85! may start or finish during this period. Other trips applica-
VTA's Ynnfh TAMRAIT PASS lets vnn w the
ble durinB remainderof year
until December 15, with the
I S OUtn vJUNKAILrASo l t you See tn exception ofthe Thursday before Easter to Easter Monday.
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A Youth (ANRAILPASS entitles the holder to travel in regular
Travel Straight through, from coast to coast. coaches. Dayniter. Club or sleeping car accommodation as well
Or, when you see something you like, Stop and as meals may be purchased by paying the applicable supplemental
explore. When you feel like moving on, hop the
charges.
train to the next town. The next experience. a ticket for each journey must be secured from a VIA sales office.
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Fry the Frogs
This is an English speaking country. Let's leave it that way.
The French in this country are trying to ram their stupid
language down our throats. Well, it won't work. Regardless of
what the Constitution says, English is the God-ordained
tongue of this land and no Charter of Rights and Freedoms
written by that tyrant Trudeau can change it.
Who wants to speak that language, anyway? Only socialists,
unionists, and internationalists want to speak French. We true
honest conservative people, loyal to the Crown, know what
language is the one true tongue, and that is the Queen's
English. Not French, not Ukrainian, but ENGLISH.
Don't let these self-serving politicians fool you; nobody
wants to speak French, not even Quebeckers. They want to
speak the best language in the whole world, maybe even the
universe — the language of Shakespeare, Milton, and Benny
Hill. That is, of course, English.
But what of Brian Mulroney's support of so-called French
rights? This fine man, who will put the unions and the
Russians in their place, throw out the parasites who are in
power in Ottawa, and give big business everything they want
(as it should be), is allowed maybe just one mistake. Brian,
your support for these marauding francophones shows that
you, too
— just like your predecessor, that wimp Joe Clark
who isn't qualified to lead a pack of Boy Scouts — can be a
dink.
We would be a lot better off with Neil Eraser at the helm of
the PC Party. Yes, the man who came up just a few inches short
in last year's Conservative leadership race. The principled
purveyor of the anti-metrication c mpaign. The one who said
that if God had wanted us to go iiiemc he would have given us
10 disciples and not 12.
If God had wanted us to speak French, he would have given
us long legs and slimy skin.
We're an English country, by God, and we're going to keep
it that way. So you better not parley-voos that Francaize, or
else. Capiche?
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
WHILE WALKING the streets of
Toronto the other day I came along
a large pile of dog droppings. I think
the people that let their dogs do this
are irresponsible and totally
ignorant of the rights of others. It
was a very large pile and it had a very
offensive stench. I can't think of a
dog large enough to unload so
much.
B.S. Skumbuket
(Are you sure you weren't in front of
Harold Ballard's house?)
SEX, SEX, sex. I walk down
Yonge Street, and even though it's
supposed to have been cleaned up,
there are movie houses and
magazine stores on every other
block. How disgusting!
Jack Preestmaterial
(We agree that something should be
done. These places should be on every
block, you commie.)
SO WHO says television isn't
dangerous? Why, just the other day,
my little angels were watching
Dukes of Hazzard while I washed
the dishes. I heard a scream of pain
and rushed to see what was wrong.
Fred (he's my eldest; he's seven) was
sitting on Barney (the little tike; he's
four). Barney was screaming to beat
all hell, then he got atop Fred and
split his nostrils open. Then he
sawed poor Fred's leg off, and tore
his liver out. Well, Fred's got a bit of
his dad's mean streak in him, and
nailed Barney's head to the floor.
Just then, I looked out through the
hole in the wall, and I sees this tank
pull up. Thank heavens, the mister
was home! He gave them botha real
scolding before chaining them to the
back of the tank for a scrape around
the block. I wish they'd take violent
shows like the Dukes of Hazzard off
the air.
(Those shows aren't so bad. At least
the kids will know how to fight those
fucking commies.)
I THINKI finally figured out what
the problem with the country is
today. Renay Leveck is a commie
who wants to split this great land in
two and sell it to those damn
stinking pimple-picking proletariats
from Commieland. What we should
do is split that damn Leveck in two
and feed him to the hungry Russian
Bear. And take his goddam stinky
cigarettes, too. Stinking Commie. I
heard his mother wears army
boots—and red ones at that.
(Well, you heard wrong! Renay's
mother has never worn boots in her
life, and to suggest that she wore red
ones is deplorable and dispicable. We
agree
with everything else, but make
sure you get all the facts next time,
fella.)
TODAY'S EMPHASIS on
physical fitness has really gotten out
of hand. Everyone is more
concerned with the way they look
than the life they lead. People are
exercising their bodies and not their
minds, and this leads to a shallow,
stupid society. Personally, I never
exercise and weigh 450 pounds, but I
am enlightened and better-read than
anyone I know.
Hugh Mungous
(That's great— tell us, how much
literary value is there on a Joe Louis
cake label?)
Recently, a poll showed that the
majority of Canadianswere decidely
against holding cruise missile tests
here in Canada. Yet we still had
them. Why does the Liberal
government in this country
consistently oppose Canadians in
their views and policies? Why
does whatever it wants anyway?
(Listen, the government has a
tough enough job fighting the red
threat of communism. Who cares
what you think, anyway?)
GUBER P. Dink's column
entitled If A Tree Falls In The
Forest, There's A Commie Around
To Hear It.
As a memberof the Waterloo and
Region Amateur Gynecologist's
Save The Trees Association, I take
offense to a number of remarks
made by Mr. Dink.
1) Mother Nature is not a
"hosebag who spreads her legs for
the commies."
2) Just because Smokey the Bear
wears a red hat, he is not a
"perverted pinko pus-sucking pest."
3) And, finally, Mr. Dink, it
would not be prudent to nuke the
trees just because they turn red in
autumn!
(Death to the redwood!)
LETTER OF THE DAY
TODAY'S LETTER is "B." As
letters go, B is right up there in
second place, which is more than
you can say for H, which is Bth. B is a
very important letter, because
without it you couldn't have
important words like breast and
bountiful. Oh, and when you're
describing commies, the letter B
comes in very handy in words like
bastard and bitch (as in "son of a
..."). Another thing about the
commies, they have a different
alphabet, which is called the acryllic
alphabet. In it, they don't have a B,
although they have two really silly
squiggles that look like B. They
pronounce it real funny, like "bay."
Have you ever heard anything so
stupid?
Once, I had a friend with a speech
impediment. He couldn't say the
letter "C," the poor guy; all he could
do was fill in B instead of C. The
poor bunt. You see how important B
is?
Where would the playwriting guy
be if he had the opposite affliction?
To C or not to C, that is the
question; whether 'tis nocler to
suffer the slings and arrows....you
get my drift?
Hey, here's a fun game! Let's see if
we can write a paragraph in which
every word starts with B. Ready to
begin?
Back behind Bob's bar, by Bill's
bakery, Betty Bountiful bit Barry
behind Barry's basketfern. Barry
beckoned Bob's busty barmaid
Bertha back behind Bob's bar, by
Bill's bakery. Beyond Berlin,
Breznev bounced blue balls
backwards before blowing Bora-
Bora beyond Bob's bar. Barry's
baboon's breath belted bacteria
baiting Bob's busty bountiful
barmaid.
Beautiful, bisn't bit? Bgee, BI
breally benjoyed bdoing bthat
bprobably bas bmuch bas byou
benjoyed breading bit.
So you see how important the
letter B is. The best thing aboutB is
that the commies can't pronounce it.
They are real assholes, but that's
tomorrow's letter.
L. Iteritt
(Bvery bvalid bpoint!)
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IT LOOKS like a guy can't get a
job without an education anymore. I
went to grade 9 and then quit, but
after four years I can't get a job.
Even Dickie Dee refused me because
I couldn't handle the intellectual
demands. What ever happened to
the days when an honest guy could
work hard and get a job?
Fred Kreton
(I think those days went out with
lobotomies, although it sounds like
you got one of the last ones available.)
WHAT IS this crap?
How dare you, as a newspaper,
have the nerve to put opinion into
your editorial and comment pages?
Just who do you think you are?
What gives you the right to look at
the situation and then pass
comment? I want the facts. Just the
facts, thank you. If I wanted
comment I would read the Star, the
Globe, or watch Peter Trueman on
Global. There is no room for
opinion on the editorial pagesof this
newspaper.
Bo Ring
(No comment. Think about it.)
WE AT B-l Little House would
like to question the authority of the
Food Services staff to strip-search
our kitchen. Two of their
henchwomen barged into our
lounge unannounced and
unidentified, and proceeded to
rummage through our kitchen,
rooting around for stolen
paraphernalia. Who are these
women? Where do they get off
pulling stunts like this—questioning
our morality and violating our
human rights? This is our home.
How can we feel secure with the
knowledge that mere cafeteria
women are allowed to run rampant
through our residence?What is this,
a police state?
B-l Little House
(You better believe it is. It all goes
back to the War Measures Act of
1970. Residences haven't been the
same since.)
Who says the Vatican doesn't
control this country?
It has become increasingly clear
that the Liberals, led by a French-
speaking Catholic, will be cancelling
the visit of her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II but will welcome, with
open arms, that Catholic from
Poland. If it isn't the commies who
are trying to take over this country,
it's the Catholics. Trudeau happens
to be a member of both groups. I'm
glad he's quitting. Stupid
communist Catholic.
Johnny Quick
(Here, here — please write us more
often.)
Who says the French Catholics
have equality in this country?
It has become increasingly clear
that the godless Liberals, led by an
atheist, will be cancelling the visit of
his Holiness Pope John Paul II but
will welcome, with open arms, that
monarchist from England. If it isn't
the atheists who are trying to take
our heritage from us, it's the
Protestants. Trudeau happens to be
an atheist who has sold his soul to
the English. I'm glad he is quitting.
Stupid atheist sellout.
Jean Vite
(Shut up and die — never write to us
again.)
I cannot understand our federal
government. Are they trying to pull
the wool over our eyes? I mean,
what's the story here? Come on,
Pierre, quit pulling our leg. Who's
kidding who? We're damned if we
do, damned if we don't. But,
seriously Pierre, enough is enough.
Look who's calling the kettle black.
Send us up the creek without a
paddle, will ya? Where's the fire? If
there are two scoops of raisins in
every package of Raisin Bran, does
that mean there will be more raisins
per 10-ounce serving from a small
box than from a big box?Check this
out.
I say you can't fit a square peg in a
round hole. So why do we drive on
parkways and park in driveways?
You can't get blood from a stone.
It's not quite the cat's meow. Let the
buyer beware.
So where do we go from here?
Remember, a penny savedis a penny
earned. An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure, and a bird in
the hand is worth two in the bush.
Anyway, Pierre, turn out the light,
the party's over. There'll never be
another you. Go west young man....
John Smith
(That's telling it like it is.)
PETER NOTWORTHATHING
As Chairman Trudeau finally leaves the office of
what remains of the fine institution of Prime Minister,
a postion that he and
his immoral wife have totally
destroyed, we must realize that the task is not yet
finished.
We God-fearing, true-blue Canadians know that
there are still thousands, possibly millions of those
godless, bilingual, smuk-sucking, fluoridating, chess-
playing, worthless pinko commies running amok in this
great country of ours. Why even now those jazz-
listening, dope-smoking, Volvo-driving hoodlums are
waiting in the wings to usurp the power in this country
and invite theRuskies in to molest our women andcarry
away our children.
We must stand on guard. Our nation is in particular
danger with a federal election on the horizon. We voters
must ensure that the left-wing, milk-sop, knee-jerk
Liberals are not entrusted with another four years of
power.
Let's slam the socialists now. Bury them six feet deep
and keep piling the dirt on. TheTrudeautype of Liberal
must never be able to think about running for office
again.
In his book UNIONS, COMMUNISM, AND
ARTIFICIAL TURF, Phillip P. Paranoid points out
just how close we are to a take-over by these
homosexual, anti-monarch, soccer-playing swines.
Why even right now a member of our federal cabinet is
visiting Nicaragua, that rat-infested hole of Spanish-
speaking atheists.
We cannot forget, either, those damn socialists in
Manitoba who are trying to shove Satan's own
language down our pure Anglophone throats. What's
next, Trudeau — Russian as our official language?
I can cite yet another example of harp seal-loving,
whale-saving cretins trying to set theirsights on our free
Western world. Just last year in California, a woman
who refused to wear eye glasses was not given her
driving license.
I believe she had every right to refuse to wear the
contraptions that will someday be responsible for
setting in motion the Russian takeover of Canada.
She contends, as do I, that the Russians are slowly
cornering the eyeglass market.
The Russians are waiting until over three quarters of
the free world needs corrective lenses. Then the swines
will pull the plug on eyeglass manufacturing and we will
all be too blind even to see the Russians marching down
the 401, let alone shoot them out of the sky with our
god-given cruise Missiles.
Our continuing struggle against these art-loving,
social-working, mealy-mouthed peaceniks will be won
only after their pointed little heads have been bashed
into the ground and they are thrown into prison where
they will hopefully be gang-raped every day for the rest
of their natural born days.
So, if you happen to see one of those long-haired,
shifty-eyed, traitorous bastards on the street, don't talk
No more Trudeau types
BARBARA
AMIABLE
As Chairman Trudeau finally leaves the office of
what remains of the fine institution of Prime Minister, a
position that he and his immoral wife have totally
destroyed, we must realize that the task is not yet
finished.
We God-fearing, true-blue Canadians know that
there are still thousands, possibly millions of those
godless, bilingual, smuk-sucking, fluoridating, chess-
playing, worthless pinko commies running amok in this
great country of ours. Why even now those jazz-
listening, dope-smoking, Volvo-driving hoodlums are
waiting in the wings to usurp the power in this country
and invite theRuskies in to molest our women and carry
away our children.
We must stand on guard. Our nation is in particular
danger with a federal election on thehorizon. We voters
must ensure that the left-wing, milk-sop, knee-jerk
Liberals are not entrusted with another four years of
power.
Let's slam the socialists now. Bury them six feet deep
and keep piling the dirt on. TheTrudeau type of Liberal
must never be able to think about running for office
again.
In his book UNIONS, COMMUNISM, AND
ARTIFICIAL TURF, Phillip P. Paranoid points out
just how close we are to a take-over by these
homosexual, anti-monarch, soccer-playing swines.
Why even right now a member of our federal cabinet is
visiting Nicarague, that rat-infested hole of Spanish-
speaking atheists.
We cannot forget, either, those damn socialists in
Manitoba who are trying to shove Satan's own
language down our pure Anglophone throats. What's
next, Trudeau — Russian as our official language?
I can cite yet another example of harp seal-loving,
whale-saving cretins trying to set their sights on our free
Western world. Just last year in California, a woman
who refused to wear eye glasses was not given her
driving license.
I believe she had every right to refuse to wear the
contraptions that will someday be responsible for
GUBOR J.
DINK
As Chairman Trudeau finally leaves the office of what remains of
the fine institution of Prime Minister, a position that he and his
immoral wife have totally destroyed, we must realize that the task is
not yet finished.
We God-fearing, true-blue Canadians know that there are still
thousands, possibly millions of those godless, bilingual, smuk-
sucking, fluoridating, chess-playing, worthless pinko commies
running amok in this great country of ours. Why even now those jazz-
listening, dope-smoking, Volvo-driving hoodlums are waiting in the
wings to usurp the power in this country and invite the Ruskies in to
molest our women and carry away our children.
We must stand on guard. Our nation is in particular danger with a
federal election on the horizon. We voters must ensure that the left-
wing, milk-sop, knee-jerk Liberals are not entrusted withanother four
years of power.
Let's slam the socialists now. Bury them six feet deep and keep
piling the dirt on. The Trudeau type of Liberal must never be able to
think about running for office again.
In his book UNIONS, COMMUNISM, AND ARTIFICIAL
TURF, Phillip P. Paranoid points out just how close we are to a take-
over by these homosexual, anti-monarch, soccer-playing swines. Why
even right now a member of our federal cabinet is visiting Nicaragua,
that rat-infested hole of Spanish-speaking atheists.
We cannot forget, either, those damn socialists in Manitoba who
are trying to shove Satan's own language down our pure Anglophone
throats. What's next, Trudeau — Russian as our official language?
I can cite yet another example of harp seal-loving, whale-saving
cretins trying to set their sights on our free Western world. Just last
year in California, a woman who refused to wear eye glasses was not
given her driving license.
I believe she had every right to refuse to wear the contraptions that
will someday be responsible for setting in motion theRussian takeover
of Canada.
She contends, as do I, that the Russians are slowly cornering the
eyeglass market.
The Russians are waiting until over three quarters of the free world
needs corrective lenses. Then the swines will pull the plug on eyeglass
manufacturing and we will all be too blind even to see the Russians
marching down the 401, let alone shoot them out of the sky with our
god-given Cruise Missiles.
Our continuing struggle against these art-loving, social-working,
mealy-mouthed peaceniks will be won only after their pointed little
heads have been bashed into the ground and they are thrown into
prison where they will hopefully be gang-raped every day for the rest
of their natural born days.
So, if you happen to see one of those long-haired, shifty-eyed,
traitorous bastards on the street, don't talk to him—call the police.
Better yet, beat him up or blow himaway with your god-given revolver
which those alfalfa-eating day-care nuts havebeen trying to take away
from you.
Blow those Russian pig-dog sympathizers away, and defend this
beautiful country of ours to the very end. Blowaway as manyof them
as you can. Those smelly, amoral commies are dirt.
If we can't have this wonderful, peace-loving country, let's make
sure they can't have it either.
McKENZIE
BELLBOY
As Chairman Trudeau finally leaves the office of what remains of
the fine institution of Prime Minister, a position that he and his
immoral wife have totally destroyed, we must realize that the task is
not yet finished.
We God-fearing, true-blue Canadians know that there are still
thousands, possibly millions of those godless, bilingual, smuk-
sucking, fluoridating, chess-playing, worthless pinko commies
running amok in this great country of ours. Why even now those jazz-
listening, dope-smoking, Volvo-driving hoodlums are waiting in the
wings to usurp the power in this country and ivite the Ruskies in to
molest our women and carry away our children.
We must stand on guard. Our nation is in particular danger with a
federal election on the horizon. We voters must ensure that the left-
wing, milk-sop, knee-jerk Liberals are notentrusted with another four
years of power.
Let's slam the socialists now. Bury them six feet deep and keep
piling the dirt on. The Trudeau type of Liberal must never be able to
think about running for office again.
In his book UNIONS, COMMUNISM, AND ARTIFICIAL
TURF, Phillip P. Paranoid points out just how close we are to a take-
over by these homosexual, anti-monarch, soccer-playing swines. Why
even right now a member ofour federal cabinet is visiting Nicaragua,
that rat-infested hole of Spanish-speaking atheists.
We cannot forget, either, those damn socialists in Manitoba who
are trying to shove Satan's own language downour pure Anglophone
throats. What's next, Trudeau — Russian as our official language?
I can cite yet another example of harp seal-loving, whale-saving
cretins trying to set their sights on our free Western world. Just last
year in California, a woman who refused to wear eye glasses was not
given her friving license.
I believe she had every right to refuse to wear the contraptions that
will someday be responsible for setting in motion the Russian takeover
of Canada.
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YOU
ASKED
IT By George Smut
What would your question be
if the answer was
"It's ail a communist plot"?
Asked at the
WLU Concourse
Andrew Clarke
History Knob
"Why are we having finals
in April?"
Troy McLean
Psych Knob
"Better red than dead?"
Dawn Wheatley
Biz Knob
"Why me?"
Denise Gibson and Jodie
Johnstone
Biz Knobs
"Why is ketchup red?"
Peter Berandi
Biz Knob
"So why is Jesse
Jackson running?"
Karim Virani
Cord Knob
"Why don't I get a raise?"
Got an answer? We'll send you a SIN jockstrap
after we use it. Sent it to: The Toronto SIN, 333
King St. E., The Big Smoke, Ont. MSA 3X5
INACTION LINE
Murder solves
probs
by Rita DeMentid
I am having a few problems with my
landlord. The ceiling in the kitchen fell
through last month (I have a basement
flat) and he just laughs at me whenever I
complain about it. He will not let me into
my apartment after midnight. I am not
allowed to drink, smoke (anything!), have
women in, use the phone, eat, or go to the
bathroom. He insists on having rent
payments two years in advance and I catch
him spying on me continually. Is there
anything I can do?
Stu Dent, Waterloo
Hey, loser type, I suggest you kill your
landlord and then go to Legal Aid.
I sent my car in for repairs over three
years ago and I have still not got it back.
Everytime I phone the dealer he says it will
be ready next week. Occasionally I see the
car being drivenaround Waterloo (it is the
only Edsel in this town) but the dealer says
it has been in the garage all this time. I
never got an estimate on the car when I
took it in but the mechanic says it will cost
$7500 if I ever want to see my car again. Do
I have any rights at all?
V. Hickleless, Oshawa
No, you do not have any rights. I recommend
you buy a bike.
Books lifted, prices raised
Because of increased
shoplifting, WLU Bookstore
prices are being raised once
again. Store manager George
Bourgeois said in an interview
that the store will not be able
to survive without the general
increase.
"This year alone, over
seven dollars in merchandise
has been taken. In one day
alone, two people were caught
stealing — they both had
Crunchie bars. Because of this
constant pilfering, we have no
alternative but to raise the
price of textbooks by 45 per
cent."
Bourgeois was asked if
another increase is predicted
for next year.
"Certainly. We're kind of
looking forward to it, what
with it being our twentieth
consecutive boost. I don't
know how much we'll jack the
prices, but we're having a
party to conmemorate the
event, so the price hike will
have to cover the cost ofparty
hats, cake, punch and other
necessities."
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I WB Wilfrid Laurier University
I Students Union
Bacchus
I National Director
WLUSU is implementing an innovative program
geared towards other Canadian universities
promoting Bacchus.
This is a new position created by significant
growth. The selected candidate has an excellent
opportunity to play a key role in launching an
I established program to other universities. The
candidate will create and manage a Bacchus
I Centre and will organize an aggressive marketing
I campaign during the summer.
This position is demanding and requires the
individual to be an able spokesperson for
I Bacchus. Strong planning and communication
skills are required. The broad spectrum of
responsibility and challenge will provide an
exhilarating opportunity for the successful
candidate.
I Submissions should be received no later
I than Friday April 13, 1984, addressed to:
Bacchus National Director 75 University Avenue West
Wilfrid Laurier University Waterloo, Ontario
I Personnel Department N2L 3C5
ICORONET I
Entertainment
Don Valley
en route to
stardom
Last Saturday night's perform-
ance at Kitchener's refurbished
Trojan Storage indicated that Don
Valley and the Parkways will soon
be heard from again. Playing their
unique blend of rockabilly and acid
rock to a partisan crowd, the band
showed great potential in Ontario's
lackluster pub scene.
Taking to the stage shortly after
10:00 p.m., lead singer and guitarist
Zeff exhibited the charm and
humour for which he is rapidly
becoming infamous by encouraging
the audience to "Listen up!" The
screaming guitar intro which
followed was a pleasant
combination of feedback and grind
chords.
After years of refusing to pander
to any specific audience, the
Parkways have apparently decided
to give the people what they ask for.
Their set features several well-
known tunes, including such
showstoppers as I Want To Live
Like Greg Godovitz and Chewing
Carp.
Bass player Rene "Wolf Eyes"
Des Blondes even stepped to the
microphone for a catatonic ballad
version ofSweeney Todd's immortal
Roxy Roller. The crowd embraced
these innovations as the next big
thing.
Backstage over booze and
smokes, the enigmatic Zeff confided
to Sin reporters that the name Don
Valley was actually a pun on the
name of his grade eleven physics
teacher, Leonard Dorstopoulos.
"We wished to create an
independent, fictional persona to
represent the alienation which fame
brings. You know, like Pink Floyd
or Duran Duran or Pia Zadora.
Zeff, along with the keyboardist
Cowboy Lebon, has carefully
outlined the Parkways' ascent to
notoriety. In 1979, the group
engineered a plan which they
entitled The Road To Super-
stardom. In it, they would book a
concert hall and not show up. This
became prohibitively expensive, but
gave the musicians valuable
experience in refusing to do encores.
Then they hit upon another, more
devious plan which they called The
Other Road To Superstardom. In it,
they would not book a hall, but
show up anyway. This was cheaper
and provided needed experience in
not being asked to do encores.
Last year, Don Vallev and the
Parkways hit upon their most
ingenious plan to date, Another
Other Road To Superstardom. In it
they would book a hall, show up,
and let word of mouth ensure their
untold fame. "This perfect plan
combined the complexity of modern
day marketing techniques with the
simplicity of not having to make any
more plans," claims Zeff.
The future is by no means
uncertain for the band. After their
current tour winds up in South
Porcupine, Ontario, the boys intend
to return home to sign a recording
contract with a "really big"
company.
"We've made several offers," said
Zeff. "All we need now is some neat
synthesizers and hair cuts and
stuff."
A nakedCowboy Lebonshows off his impressive chest while Zeff (left) experiences the pleasure of having a
drumstick plunged up his anal cavity. Rene "Wolf Eyes" Des Blondes glares meaningfully at the non-existant
audience. Inset is The Outlaw whowith future Cord Editor Todd stares in a drug-induced coma at the drums.
Ladles and Gentlemen, Don Valley and the Parkways.
_____
HOLLYWOOD IS ALL AGOG
GORGEOUS
ANTHONY
HOLLYWOOD— Glitterville is
abuzz this week over events of
mammoth significance corporate
sponsorships. Fresh from his big
gig with Pepsi, wonderkid
Jackson Michaels has signed a
contract to capitalize further on
his enormous talents andendorse
International Arts Machines.
The several television ads
comprising the $742 billion lAM
deal will make
young Jackson
richer than all but seven of
the world's nations. The legalese
specifies that he must lose a limb
in a pyrotechnicl accident during
the taping for the TV spots.
A similar promotional
contract involves German
crotch-throb Nina, who was
captured on film earlier this week
as she entered the headquarters
of Proctoring/Gambling.
Affirming rumours that the star
was about to sign for $7.42
million, Harry Pitsfeel, Neat Vice
President for the Underarm
Division, told us that "Nina's
potential may be greater than
even Martina Navratilova's."
Out in the Pacific, humble
hunk Tom Select says being the
most desirable man in the
English-speaking world is no big
deal. "Where were they ten years
ago when I was hocking smokes?
Sometimes the fickleness of the
public gets me so riled up I just
want to go out and do irreparable
damage to Hawaii's delicate,
government-protected natural
beauty." Little huffy, aren't we,
Thomas?
In unrelated music news, Van
Ailin's principal David Lee Rath
has been kicked out of the band
by namesake guitarist Eddie.
Citing Rath's outspoken views,
V.A. says that the band "had to
continue to be a mover musically
and try to ignore the recent
political outrage which Dave has
been bringing to his composi-
tions."
Meanwhile, Rath has defiantly
formed a new group under the
competitive title Van Wailin' and
is touring the east coast, hoping
to run into Eddie and others. "If
we run into one anotheralong the
way, I'm going to screw all of his
groupies and kick the piss out of
the little ant," jibed David.
Rath's Van, as the nickname
goes, will be appearing at
University of Waterloo in May.
Finally, kiddies, European
sweetie Nasti Kinky confesses
that she has become very fond of
felines since her starring role in
Cat People. "I have several
wonderful recipes," she said
before being whisked off to an
ultra-expensive resort in the
Dutch Antibes.
WLU as Devil's Island
Wilfrid Laurier University wili
be the site for some very
interesting happenings next year.
Paramount Pictures has
approached the university in
hope that the Laurier grounds
could be used for filming their
upcoming film, Papillon: Part
Two.
"Well, the movie is about the
main character, I forgot his
name, getting caught and sent
back to Devil's Island," producer
Dick Dyck said. "We want to
have an even more authentic
prison setting than in the first
movie, and by the looks of
Laurier, we may have the best set
in the whole world."
Notine the similarity between
Laurier residence rooms and
Devil's Island jail cells, Dyck
seemed very excited about the
prospect of filming at Laurier.
"Everything here is so much
like a real prison, it's amazing.
Some things will have to be
changed though. For instance,
the food in Papillon is bad, but
we can't use the stuff your dining
hall serves. Devil's Island is cruel,
but they didn't want to kill the
prisoners."
Bio-sex
How to Use Your Chart
Locate your month otillegitimatebirth. The dots on each graphhighlightyour biorhythm readouts.
Check the scales on the left orright lor your Intellectual, Emotional, andPhysical
factors, troml to 5.
Add these three numbers,if this isn't asking too much,to
obtain your Bio-Sex
Your
computerized
biorhythm
Bio-Sex Readout:
0-5 Moron Cycle-
-6-10 Catatonic Cycle-
-11-15 Positive Cycle -
You might as well drink heavily until tomorrow, although you
probably don't have to be told that, judging by the fact that
you are stupid enough to believe in this moronic biorhythm
crap.
This is your positive cycle. With this score, we're positive
you're a jerk. And most probably some sort of fascist.
Get your hands out of your pants and look for a job. Sitting
around reading this idiotic paper is the most intellectual
endeavour you will attempt today.
Asshole-graph Bernie Beady Eyes
Cfour
cßirthday
April 5, 1984
You're obviously a dynamic,
intelligent, rich person as evidenced
by the fact that you're spending your
birthday reading this garbage.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) Your
head is spinning around because of
decisions about work. Decisions like
finding a job, for instance. You will
have romance problems if your
genitalia is reminiscent of that of a
six-year old.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20) Taurus
people are pushy jerks who fart in
public and try to pass if off as the
smell of snow thawing.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) They say
Geminis have two personalities, and
today you'll probably have two
sexual preferences, if you can't finda
partner of the opposite sex, you'll
settle for someone of the same sex.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) Like
other Cancers, you are dull. Today
will be dull, you will be dull, and the
rest of the week will be dull. Why do
you keep reading this? You are
boring.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) If you are
born in this time of the year, it
means that your parents conceived
you in a hot, springtime passion. As
such, you were unwanted. They've
never loved you and never will.
You've been a burden since birth.
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Pretty
smug, aren't you? Well, keep
smiling. Knowing Virgos, you're
sitting on a bus right now and your
fly is open. See, I told you.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 23) Don't
spend a lot of money that you don't
have and never will. This means you,
Puerto Ricans.
SCORPIO (Oct 24-Nov 22) Sex is on
your mind constantly. You will
probably roll this paper into a
cylinder and abuse yourself. You
probably won't have time to read
this, you're so eager.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 23-Dec 21)
Your parents planned to have you
born at this time of the year so they
couid combine your Christmas
presents with your birthday
presents. Obvious evidence of a
complete lack ofaffection. See LEO.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) Try
and stop your drinking. Don't use
this paper as a funnel to get Raid
into a Canadian Club bottle.
Consider drying out.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 19) Some
hippies might have sung a song
about you, but you're still a
scumbag.
PISCES (Feb 20-March 20) Don't
set your sights too high, you'll just
get disappointed. This means that
you shouldn't tackle anything that
will earn you more than $5000 a
year. Don't worry about success so
much: you haven't a hope in hell, so
take it easy.
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being a volunteer in
Legal Services for
1984-85, please see
Andrew Mcintosh
before
April 6, 1984
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THE CORD... the only real source
of Student News and Views!
Perfect for WLU GRADUATES
who want to keep in touch with
campus happenings from a
distinctly student perspective!
MAKES A FABULOUS GIFT!
Order yourfall subscription
now!
8-month, 24-issue subscriptions available anywhere in
the world. Just fill in the coupon below and mail it, along
with a cheque or money order for $12.00 to cover postage
and handling ($15.00 for addresses outside of Canada), to:
SUBSCRIPTIONS
The Cord Weekly
Student Publications
Wilfrid Laurier University
Waterloo, Ontario
N2L 3C5
112 ;
I Enclosed is cheque or money order for $12.00 to cover postage and |
handling ($15.00 for adresses outside Canada). Please forward 8 |
months of The Cord Weekly to:
(name)
J (address)
Please circle if you are: Alumnus Parent Other _J
Impotent females hard up
DEAR CRABBY
DEAR CRABBY: I'm about going
out of my mind. My roommate has
got to
be one of the noisiest guys I
know. All day long he blares his
stereo playing the lousiest music and
at night he snores so loud it sounds
like thunder. How can I shut this guy
up? I've tried what seems to be every
conventional method in the book
but nothing has worked.
GOING DEAF
DEAR GOING DEAF: If you're
going deaf, what's the worry?
DEAR CRABBY: What do I do? I
have five essays, one seminar, a
book report and a research paper for
Psychology all due this week. Next
week I have four final exams in two
days. I'm going crazy!
FRIED BRAINS
DEAR FRIED BRAINS: Quit your
pitiful sniveling. Don't whine to me
for your being so fuckin' lazy all year
long andfor not knowing how to kiss
ass.
DEAR CRABBY: What would you
do if you were me? I have a tendency
to be impotent until I write exams.
At every exam I get an erection. It's
so frustrating — needless to say
distracting!
HARD UP
DEAR HARD UP: Ihate to break the
news to you but females don't get
erections, so how do you expect me to
pretend I'm you? However, ifIwere in
your shoes, I'd probably try to take
more courses that require exam
writing.
DEAR CRABBY: Whenit comes to
etiquette you seem to have all the
answers. My husband and I have a
heavy wager on this one, so the
answer is important. Is the man
supposed to walk in front of or
behind the woman when walking up
and down stairs? I believe in front
because then he can't look up her
skirt while going up stairs and can
catch her fall if she tumbles going
downstairs. My husband says
otherwise. Who is correct?
SHORT-SKIRTED
DEAR SHORT-SKIRTED: I did not
graduate as Emily Post's best student!
Why the hell shouldI answer all these
etiquette questions? It's Emily that
wrote the book and is making the
money — not me!Don't be so lazy —
read the book!
Author a Laurier fan
Area writer W.U. Charles has
happily agreed to allow us to print
an excerpt from his upcoming book,
A Day at Laurier. A Laurier
alumnus, Mr. Charles felt that the
last paper of the year would be a
good place to show WLU students a
teasing tidbit of the work which is
due for publication within the
month. (Please keep in mind as you
read that Mr. Charles has some
concentration problems, and his
mind has a tendency to wander.
Realizing this, everyone should be
more than able to overlook his
occasional propensity to digress to
less than germaine topics.)
An excerpt from A Day at Laurier:
When the trees change their,
colour, and a firm chill is in the air,
we all realize that it's back-to-school
time, even for those of use in higher
education. Whether we are in the
around to stare at women in tight
sweaters, university life is something
everyone should have the
opportunity to experience.
There's an atmosphere at a
university that is found in fewother
places. Wilfrid Laurier University is
my alma mater, and only a few other
places have its flavour, its panache.
Other institutions are similar to
Laurier, but none of them have all
Laurier's special assets. Princeton
has buildings like Laurier, Harvard
has Laurier's halls, Cambridge its
rolling hills, Yale its scholars, and
Harmony Lunch its food. But
nowhere is there another Laurier.
'Millhaven would be a lot like it but
the walls are too high.
Laurier. There's no life like it.
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258 KING STREET NORTH, WATERLOO. ONTARIO N2J 2Y9 (519) 886-3121
(JUST NORTH OF UNIVERSITY AVE )
SPECIALISTS IN
• TENTS • CLOTHING
• PACKS • FOOTWEAR
• CANOES • SLEEPING BAGS
• KAYAKS • ACCESSORIES
OPENING APRIL 2
(R)pening!ipecials~T"coupon1o%"off~|
!? U!Lu-„ I.Day Packs [
I Light Hikers $19.95
| *Travel Packs
•Mountain Packs
Lightweight 2 NOW j ©Coast Mountain
,
Person tent $ 150 I • Camptrails
Ibs) • Lowe I
While supplies last j Expires April 30/84
PART-TIME JOBS AT
Student Publications
Typesetters coRp
kl
The Cord needs typesetters for next year! This position
pays $4.50/hour
To make an appointment for a speed test, contact
Wendy at 886-2692.
Only requirement: Must be able to type 30 W.P.M.
Ad Sales Reps.
The Advertising Department of Student Publications is
currently seeking sales representatives to contract
commercial advertising on a part-time, commission basis
for this summer.
The successful applicants will be responsible for soliciting
advertising from K-W businesses, preparing layout of ad copy,
final paste-up and proofing of ads for publication in the Student
Handbook, Calendar and Directory.
Applicants should have a strong interest in selling, and should be
self motivated. Access to a car would be an asset although not
essential. Experience is not necessary.
Submit applications to : Fred Taylor
Advertising Manager
Student Publications
Wilfrid Laurier University
75 University Ave. W.
Waterloo, Ontario
N2L 3C5
Deadline for applications is Monday, April 16,1984.
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Break Dancers! I
Suicide Breakers fl
April 5, 12, 18, 19, 25 & 26 'M
Wednesday no cover r ®
Thursday I
$1 guys I
no charge girls
< y.
April 11 Romeo cover $1 jl
with Victory Breakers fl
A GEM OF A NIGHTSPOT! ■
W cX\krE W
\ 475 KING ST #
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Sports
WLU BIDS FOND FAREWELL
DAFFY HAD GREAT TASTE
Nykoluk
to star in
Disney flick
Page 21
Last Monday at the university
dining hall, former athletic director
Daffy Nite was roasted by members
of the university, the local media,
and special honoured guests.
"The Roast Daffy Nite
celebration was a complete success,"
said organizer and new athletic
director Rock Newball. All who
attended were said to have had the
evening of their lives.
Friends, football players and
members of the university
administration gathered around the
tables of the dining hall to bid their
fond farewell to the man who slaved
over the athletic director's desk for
almost 40 years before finally
deciding it was time to call it quits.
Because the university gave so
much to him over-his stellar career at
WLU, the administration decided it
was time Daffy gave something in
return. The idea of a roast came
quickly to mind.
Tickets were sold for $25 each, but
the steep price was well worth it for
the once-in-a-lifetime meal guests
were treated to. Tickets sales went
well, and a profit of over $12,000
was made on the roast. Newball was
quite pleased with the profit, which
will go towards the new football
coach's salary of $225,000 a season.
"Thumper" Kelso, Nite's
replacement on the football field,
was pleased with the evening.
"There was not a more fitting way to
say good-bye to someone of Daffy's
character. I enjoyed myself
thoroughly."
Ex-football greats at WLU
returned to their alma mater to
thank Daffy for giving the push in
the right direction. Bruto "The
Axeman" Jaffitskoni was the most
vocal of the group, but his
sentiments were indicative of how
they all felt.
"I'll always remember Daffy as
one of the greatest coaches in
football — for his guidance, leader-
ship, fatherly advice and, mostofall,
his great taste. After years of eating
dining hall slop, it's nice to eat high
off the hog for a change."
Ballard
to take over
behind bench
Page 21
Malleters club
the continent
By BRUNO GALANNO
Staff Writer
The Wilfrid Laurier University
croquet team completed its first
season last Saturday with what
proved to be a very exciting finish to
a very successful year. The organizer
and coach of the team, Alonzo "The
Mallet" DePadesta, was very
pleased with the way the
inexperienced but determined team
performed. Finishing regular season
play in fifth position overall, "The
Mallet" was overjoyed about
making the wildcard playoff spot
after beating out a very tough and
physical University of Yellowknife
squad.
Last weekend, the North
American Semi-finals were held in
the Ohio Valley, the world's largest
producers of metallic night wickets.
Going up against the U of V
Yellowbirds, ranked number two in
the continent, the Golden Hawks
were obvious underdogs. But much
to the surprise of the Yellowbirds,
the Hawks gave them a very close
match, particularly in the cross-
country division,
where Jim Bob
Wong forced cross-country
champion Boris MacTavish into
extra wickets only to lose in sudden
death on the back seven.
When asked to comment, Wong
stated that "I feel we might have
been able to take them but we were
at an extreme disadvantage. We
were used to playing Queensbury
rules on the harder and faster
Canadian courses. This tournament
was played under Nigerian rules,
which is meant for soft and rolling
courses. We didn't do too badly
once we got used to the moats, but
by then it was too late."
In summing up the year, we asked
De Padesta what the most exciting
moment for him was. He felt it had
to be when the team was playing in
the Lithuanian Invitational.
"Europeans take their croquet very
seriously," said DePadesta. "As a
matter of fact, the Lithuanian
people have a saying: The rich were
born with a silver spoon in their
mouth, but the Lithuanians were
born with a wooden mallet in their
hand. This also explains the large
number of bowlegged women in the
country."
One of the big problems for the
croquet Hawks has been injuries.
Two of the team's top wackers,
Wally Funguy and Limpy
Rutherford, have been out most of
the season with shattered heels.
Alonzo blames this rash of injuries
on team safety convenor Sean
O'Reilly.
"O'Reilly hasn't played the game
in years," DePadesta fumed.
"Croquet is a lot rougher now, it's
more aggressive. Letting people
play in their bare feet is just asking
for trouble. I feel you just can't take
too many precautions. Right now we
have a petition in to make it
mandatory for all players to wear
athletic supporters to prevent eye
injury."
We asked Alonzo about the
problems of the use of cocajne and
steroids in croquet. "It's becoming a
real problem, especially in the
Women's Power Stroke division.
We're trying to put a stop to it. The
ICAAUCSPM (International
Croquet Association Against the
Use of Cocaine, Steroids, and
Polyurethane Mallets) has
infiltrated RASPUTIN (Russian
Association of Steroid Promotion
Under The Influence of Narcotics)
to prevent the production of women
who look like Rosie Greer with a
bad case of the sniffles.
"The Mallet", as Alonzo is
affectionately called by his wife,
hopes that croquet will be
incorporated into the Olympics by
1988.
Daffy's last prayer
Former athletic director Dave "Daffy" Nite is
seen saying his last prayer after learning of his
Impending doom. Daffy's only comment was, "I
suppose If you have to go, you might as well go
hog-wild."
Buzzard flies league
Harry Buzzard, owner of the
Toronto Make Believes, announced
at press conference yesterday that
the team would be playing in theOh-
You-Ay-Ay hockey league next
season. After a disappointing finish
in '83-'B4 with a 26-44-9 record,
Buzzard has given up all hope.
However, after a few days of
serious contemplation in his Make
Believes Gardens dungeon, Buzzard
found light at the end of the tunnel.
The Believes could win at least 12
games to finish at .500 every season.
The 24-game season would not be as
tiring for his at times useless excuse
for a hockey team.
The only disadvantage, he feels, is
that his players will be much older
than the university crowd. Power
naps after hockey practice and a
daily supply of Fred Flintstone
vitamins will make the team as good
as new,
he hopes.
If the team fails to advance to the
playoffs, Buzzard has one last
alternative before exchanging the
team for a tobacco farm in Delhi.
"We've still got the Oh-
Doubleyou — I-Ay-Ay hockey
league," Buzzard said. "After all, we
should be able to beat a bunch of
girls who should be at homepushing
a broom instead of stick-handling a
puck."
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Thumper dumps Daffy
In his first official capacity as
Director of Athletics. Rock Newball
has named former Toronto Sin
Sports Editor "Thumper"
Kelso as
Head Coach of the WLU Golden
Ducks football team. Kelso was
signed last week to a multi-year
contract reportedly worth $225,000.
"We are indeed fortunate to have
someone of Thumper's caliber join
our staff," said Newball at a
crowded press conference last week.
"We are confident that under her
leadership WLU will be a strong
contender for the Vanier Cup."
Major problems facing the new
head coach will be in the area of
recruiting top-notch prospects to
replace seasoned veterans who
toiled under former coach Daffy
Nite. Another problem facing the
rookie coach will be the scenario in
the dressing room. How will
"Thumper" handle those
footballers running around in just
their game socks? Kelso feels that
she can handle that problem, but is
concerned about how she will be
treated by the Toronto Sin sports
staff.
"Thumper" plans to introduce a
new offensive scheme called the
Lonesome Polecat. In this
formation, the quarterback lines up
in the shot-gun formation with
everyone else lined up on the line.
With one back and 11 linemen, it
could cause havoc in the OH-YOU-
AY-AY.
GUMP TO GEORGE
Off-ice drag queen
Boy George's secret is finally
out. After months of speculation
on just what-in-the-name-of-
god Boy George is, doctors has
announced that he is both a
human being and a male. Boy
seems quite happy that the secret
is out, and now he wants to
continue his singing career
without any more talk about his
sexuality.
"I enjoy dressing and singing
the way that I am, thank you,"
Boy said. 'Tve always wanted to
tell the public who I really am,
but I've been kind of squeamish.
You see, I'm really Gump
Worsley."
Yes, sports fans, Gump
Gump as a star goalie with the
Montreal Canadiens and the
Minnesota North Stars, but in
1975, all traces of Gump
vanished. No one on the North
Stars knew where he was, and
they assumed that he'd gone the
route of Terry Sawchuk, who is
six feet under. Not so, says Boy
"Gump" George.
"I am Gump Worsley, and I
would still be if it weren't for an
accident in 1975. Lou Nanne was
practicing slap shots from the
blue line, and I told him I'd go in
the net and practice making a few
saves. Wouldn't you know, on
the very first shot Lou caught me
in a bad spot. As soon as it
happened, I remembered that I
had forgotten to put my jock
strap on. Voila...Boy George!"
Asked if he has considered
coming back to hockey, Boy said
that he would only go to a hockey
rink to sing the national anthem
and stare into the shower rooms
after the game.
Jumper
lands in
slammer
LONG JUMP
Olympic hopeful Brute Arclust
was disqualified from the Honduras
Invitational last week for failing to
arrive in time for the 9:00 a.m.
start. Arclust was apparently held by
local police for questioning after an
exotic table dancing performance
the night before the competition. It
seems that Arclust was arrested for
thrusting parts of his body at the
female patrons.
SIN Flashes
FOOTBALL
Baron Thorpette was recently
found unconscious in the
changeroom of the Toronto
Uglynuts. When later questioned
about the incident, Thorpette said
she had no idea how she ended up in
the changeroom in the first place.
"Well, I couldn't have done
anything fun, because I hate big
football jocks."
WEIGHTLIFTING
Curly V. Tooquickshoot showed
his prowess at a recent
weightlifting meet in the Soviet
Union. He attributes his success to
carrying heavy steel weights in his
knapsack to work every day and
eating his Wheelies every morning.
MUD WRESTLING
Recently demoted SIN editor
Kirk Chuckham has taken up the
sport of mud wrestling to take his
mind off his troubles. His only
comment to the SIN was, "After
being defeated by a rodent, how
much lower can you get?"
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spaghetti house !
I
103 KING ST N , WATERLOO
886-1010or 886-1011 (
Delivery on campus $1.00
I FOR HOME DELIVERY PHONE THE ABOVE
Tuesday Special
Buy one panzerotti at
regular price and get another
of equal value or less
for just
aa Take out
3>±.uu or eat in
j BELLA LA DANCER j
: Will BELLY DANCE at parties,
*
| weddings, conventions, seminar, I
1 stags and group meetings. •
§ Ca» SANDI
j 1-800-FOR-FREE j
I Anytime Day or Night I
20th USED BOOK SALE
Friday, April 6, Noon - 9 p.m.
with auction 6 - 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 7, 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Children's Books
Friday, 4 p.m. - 9 p.m. and Saturday, 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
First United Church, Waterloo
Sponsored by K-W Canadian Federation
of University Women
Proceeds for Scholarships and Community Services
Sooter Studio
•Choose from 6 to8 proofs
_
g
•Othcrpackagcscivailable
'Photographed inourstudio
•Con'ns frhoodssupplied S3
Bj Waterloo
Hp'3 Ipj3 F3 Si I Town Square
"TheSooter theBetter"
OPENS FRIDAY APRIL 13th, at a theatre near you.
Check you local listings for details.
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WILD WOMEN OF WEBERVILLE, it was a HEY MYSTERY MAN: How about a walk in GROUP, CLASS AND PRIVATE
fabulous year through all the laughter, ra jn sometime this summer, Love, S. LESSONS for singles and couples in
tears, and all the other 8.5.. Have a
_
social, ballroom, disco and rock 'n' roll
wonderful summer. Love, Suz.
TO MS. WAIN, It's been enjoyable having
da"cin 9 ,or ,u " ortto0
o
Pre Par
e.
'°r ™dal,
itwpramtmpo Woii iriric wo msrfo it you
in my lab this year. I'll missyour bright C<^
mP
c*' w
5 " 3tud®" t rate -
J THE B&M THE Q. ell, kids, e ade i .
7 7 7 7 a
Call Kessler Studio of Dancing, 200 King
We didn't solve the nature/nurture smile! J.D. st E Kitchener, 894-3494. Member of
problem, or moved the kitchen witch or ———~7~~—:
—~~
CDTA.
whose orange is in the basket but we made
PYTHON — You didnt think Id miss the
it through this year. It was great.Thanks a !® *£
in dMds'theh EPIC WAKE-UP SERVICE. Call between 9
lot LK the S. P S. Never forget, if in doubt, a.m. - 5 p.m., Monday to Friday. Wake-u P
FEM
your non-humble slave.
call between 5 a.m. - 12 noon. 742-7412.
GABE, so what if my socks don't match.
—
7 .... Tr. _ . .
—
Kev
WELL, BRIAN, we fooled everyone again! WANTED, PRIVATE BASKETBALL
First it was target practice at Sue's; then COACH. Interested in learning all the right
COME on June (Chatham) make my
the gorilla on the pub crawl; followed
moves dribbling, dunking especially lay
rafters ring. Now, who said you can't teach
closely by le Deux Grande Lays and the Onlyßequirement
blond and on
an old dog new tricks. See ya in church,
broom room - The loaded cake and buffalo
school team. Call Jacquie V., 884-3294.
keep it in mind. Ralph Irwin.
added extra excitement also, estern an
LADIES
i
pitphfr a h
Wilf s couldn t handle our aggressiveness,
FASTBALL PITCHER needed. K-
xathy tony kathy tony FrionH<!
but can cartoon place? The institute
W League A-Division. Call Pat at.886-4718.
SSSlik
«sh you
"wo lo,S! saluto, you (F.Mio. still deliver,!,. Vou,
happiness during your summer conquest.
Dedicated Samurai Navigator. 10,000 DIFFERENT ORIGINAL MOVIE
POSTERS. Catalogue $2. MnemonicsLtd.,
ROSCOE'Put the beer on ice. La Femme
TO NO SO YOUNG JENNIFER. Thanksfor Dept. "T," No. 9, 3,600 21 St., Calgary,
Froide is heating up.
bein 9 m y bodyguard on the walk home Alta., T2E 6V6.
Saturday morning, but where were you for
MISS WATERBED: Find us a house or I the race on Sunday?Along with the 99
Red
mvFRQ i nnrlon's MnHrinai
vou'll be swimmino uDstream vourself in
Balloons makes it two strikes against you.
MUSIC LOVERS. Lo don s adrigal
September
p yourself
comp|jments Qn yQur chQjce of
Classical Record Shop is pleased to
P
(traffic-stopping) outfits and goup
introduce a new service for out-of-town
POTENTIAL DON: Good luck with your
monstrosity. But is there anything else? and" ortwanv
big -V floor. They'll be mor.ll, invaded
Tb. Un-Genflemen curious.
before Frosh Week ends.
VIOLETS ARE BLUE
our mailing list, write to usat The Madrigal,
Rncoc ar« rod
620 Richmond St., London, Ont., N6A 3J5,
TO JO ANNE L„ Thank you very much for
oses ' e
or caH (519) 438-3474.
being the greatfriend you have been to me
oiris in tracK panis
and the best in the future to a very special
no
good|"
n bed
COUCH & CHAIR, kitchen table, bed &
Icebreaker of 1983. Mike K.
Sincerely, Eye Phelta Thi.
headboard, dresser. Call Sandy at 886-
TRAC II: Thanks for a super year. We'll
HUGE AND GUY are A.T.N.A..
6935
make it. Look out, apt. 14, Love Tl.
SHARON, Thanks for the help, I couldn t MATH 108 TUTOR (because Math 100 was
DEAR APL fairies: Thanks XOXO. bave done
it without you. Lynda. t OO challenging) topics include: limits,
TO MV uyctpdv \/ai ckitimc bioo. o
derivatives, integrals, shanking, banking &
NANCY: You're the greatest. Love always,
° MYSTERY VALENTINE. Please
spanking. Lydna N. (885-0822).
Q3!
satisfy my curiosity. Inquisitively Yours.
P.P.. ■
HMWHC: You are our very favorite worst
enemies. Love ya. T1 & T2. DEAR CAM:Would simply love to see you AAT
again at the next G.L.O.W. Coffeehouse. Kl I / r
All
_j
GUY, Trav, Fearnone, Cradlerobber, Love Twinkles WW# rOUIKJ
Spruter, Shawn, Miss E.P.T.,
Encyclopedia Britannica, Fifi and the LAURA:TOM called Thursday night.
twins. Thanks for the memories, Bob Please call him back.746-1974. ONE 10-INCH wanger, hardly used,
I Hope. sentimental value. Spru, 886-2766.
SlNline
Thursday April 5 Sunday, April 8 Upcoming
MUSIC AT NOON presents the Laurier SERVICE OF HOLY COMMUNION at 11
PALM SUNDAY celebration of Holy
Winds* in the T.A.. Everyone is welcome a.m. in Keffer Chapel at WLU, Albert St.
Communion at 11 a.m. on April 15 in Keffer
and admission is free. and Seagram. Sponsored by Lutheran Chapel
at WLU, Albert St.and Seagram.
Campus Ministry. Sponsored by
Lutheran Campus Ministry.
BIZ DIP AND KNOB PARTY at 9 p.m. in the
See you in the fall!!
Kent Hotel, upstairs. Tickets: Dips $1, THE BAPTISM OF JESUS, a play by a ;
Knobs & Others $2. Tickets are available in troupe of players from UW, WLU and
THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS will meet
the Concourse. Waterloo Lutheran Seminary, will be
at Pm 'n tbe on
performed at Trinity United Church in meeting
will centre around budget
Kitchener at 10 a.m., and at Trinity
discussions and interested persons are
CriHax/ Ar»ril ft
Lutheran Church in New Hamburg on
welcome.
I llUay, /April O Wednesday evening, April 11, at 7:30 p.m.. :
Everyone is welcome and admission is LENTEN RECITAL (organ,
voice and
f ree scripture). 19th and 20th century
works
K-W FEDERATION OF UNIVERSITY featuring Brahms, Mendelsohn, Britten,
WOMEN will hold its 20th Annual Used
film THE LION, THE WITCH, AND Barber,
and Wolfe. Tuesday April 17 at 8
Book Sale at Hilliard Hall, First United
WARDROBE, based on C.S. Lewis' P m
Freewill offering of at least $3,
Church, Waterloo. For further information, famous Narnia tale, will be shown at 830 proceeds go to support Laotian family,
please call Jean Davis at 744-9234.
pm jn the Great at Conrad Grebel Trinity
United Church, Kitchener.
College, UW.. Freewill offering will be
EVENING CONCERT SERIES BY
collected to cover costs. Sponsored by
THE HALIFAX WEST ALUMNI
ENSEMBLE presents the WLU Choir at 8 Waterloo Christian Reformed Church. ASSOCIATION
will hold the Halifax West
p.m. in the T.A.. Tickets through the ' High School silver anniversary reunion on
Faculty of Music or at the door. Everyone is _
,
.
~ May 17, 18 & 19. For tickets and further
welcome. TUeSClay, April lU information, please call the school or June
Boswell at 421-6691.
OPEN HOUSE at the home of the Lutheran
Chaplain, Paul Bosch, at 7:30 p.m. at 157 THE SENATE OF WLU will meet at 7:30
Albert Street. p.m. in the Paul Martin Centre. Senate
BAYRIDGE SECONDARY SCHOOL,
meetings are open to the public and KINGSTON,
is proud to announce a 10th
interested persons are welcome. anniversary reunion weekend,Friday, May
Cot rrlow Artril 7
25 and Sa,urday'
26
-
For more
baiuraay, April ( THE U OF W DRAMA Department information, please call June Skeggs at
presents two of J.D. Salinger's short 389-8932.
20th ANNUAL USED BOOK SALE of the
stories, Uncle Wiggily in Connecticutand;——-;——-
K-W Federation of University Women is Franny directed by William Chadwick, to ANCASTER
HIGH SCHOOLS 25th
being held from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the be performed today until the 13th of April
ANNIVERSARY REUNION - All
Hilliard Hall, First United Church. For
at 2p.m. in Drama Studies 180 (Humanities graduates
of Ancaster High & Vocational
further information, please call Jean Davis
Theatre Building). Free admission; limited School are invited to
attend the schools
at 744-9234.
seating. For more information, call 885- reunion on May 11,
12 4 13. For
1211, ext. 3730. registration information please
write, or
nhone 648-4468.
THE SPIRITUAL SCIENCE INSTITUTE -
OF CANADA will present Sandra Leask WedneSdaV, ADNI 11 FIRST CANADIAN INTERNATIONAL
speaking about "Exploring Spiritual Gifts"
J
~
TEDDY BEAR'S CONVENTION will
be
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Lower Lounge, held in Stratford, Ontario, May
25-27th.
Seminary Building, WLU. The cost is THE TOAST MASTERS CLUB will meet at Many activities are scheduled
such as
Members
- $10/Non-members - $15/
7 p.m. in Rm. P2OBl. workshops, parades, and evening
at the
Students and Seniors - $5. Avon Theatre, and of course a
Teddy
ADDICTED TO FOOD? OVEREATERS Bear's picnic. For more information,
write
—
: ANONYMOUS will meet in Rm. P3117 to the Stratford and Area Visitors'
and
THE APATHY CLUB MEETING will be from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.. For more Convention Bureau,
38 Albert Street,
cancelled due to lack of interest.
information, please call 579-3800. Stratford, Ontario, NSA 3K3.
QC Condos, Co-Ops OQQ Stenographic
09 & Townhouses to Rent LQj Services
PHILLIP ST. TOWNHOUSE to sublet for
3- typing. $1.00/page; IBM Selectric;
5 people from May to August. Rent is carbon ribbon; grammar/spelling
negotiable. Five minutes away
from either
corrections; paper provided; proofreading
university. Next to University Plaza. included; symbol/italics available; work
Includes washer, dryer, stove and fridge. 2 term reports, theses, essays. 579-5513
bathrooms with a shower each. Call Petra, evenings. Downtown Kitchener location.
886-5070, or Lydia, 884-7060.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Accurate and
LUXURY TOWNHOUSE for sale. Olde dependable, near universities,
reasonable
English Lane, across from Parkdale Plaza,
rates, top quality print. Call Shirley, 745-
hosts a quiet convenient home. Call David
1312.
at 886-0806.
SUMMER SUBLET: Four-bedroom jNU PprcAnal
townhouse. $450/month. Option to take
over lease in Sept.. Weber and Guelph ■■■"■■■■^
area. Phone 742-9518 for further HEY S.D.W., Thanks for the slimy fun.
information. Let's keep it up! "Your Farm Boy"
=
HEY, RALPH J., Only Real Men should
0C Houses give you a carnation! mk.
VV To Rent
_
TO XHE OLD COUPLE OF LESTER ST.:
p or g COU p| e 0f pjano players, you two
SUMMER LIVING! Free furniture, TV & i
*ere not {0 ° To the n® at one 1 say
carpeting! For one, two, three, or four
han * you <° r "ftening
and being a great
people. The place is cheap and it's close to
fr,e" d ' and
,he ,he untldy on® WJ?° was a
the school. The rent is so negotiable that
Pretty 9 ood roommate: thanks. Mike.
you'll probably rip us off! Phone us at 884- .
—
—————;
2990 or 742-9984 and ask for Chuck (or
Hl *A
J! 1 i ust
wanted to thank you for a
Dave or Scott)
really fun year ln P sych - Maybe we II do it
again next year! By the way, if you need
—some fun behavior therapy over the
AA Apartments
summer, give me a jingle! Rob.
j\J Furnished TO FRANCINE: You are a special kind of j
lady, a very nice one at that! Mike.
APARTMENT TO SUBLET for Inter- x 0 k.M.MC. Thank you very much for a ;
session and Summer Session. Its
slice of life at Conrad and a slice of yours,
furnished! Choice of single or double Mjke
bedroom (2 females needed). Rent is '
negotiable. Come on over and take a look! T1 & T2: the bed goes back up jn
314 Regina Street, Apt. No. 13, Waterloo. September, see you then, and up on the
Call 885-2794, 884-7553, or 884-0536.
rock this summerforsomehottimes. Hugs
,
& Kisses, Terry.
Q j ROOmS DEAR SHERRY: Marriage was great.
JI Fumished Separation's been better. You can keep the
kids! Handcuffs one night okay.
Remember Albert. "Duke" in a pup-tent.
HEY! SUMMER LIVING AT ITS FINEST!
One bedroom in an elegant home. DEAR PERKIE: We hope you'll be at the
Available May to August. Balconies, trees, Turret tonight so we can introduce
dishwasher, washer & dryer. Parking. Only ourselves. Wantingly Yours — Sweet P
steps away from downtown Waterloo. One Big D.
free month's rent while being very
negotiable. Phone Tim at 578-1793. ODE TO HONOURS COMPUTING
Robert L. - I feel that Robert is definitely
77777;
A
_. _ _
~
i 7" one of the more suave and sophisticated
ROOMS AVAILABLE Townhouse close to
Hons gtudents , a|sQ be|jeve tho
university. Furnished room, full kitchen
wor
i d ; s fi at
facilities, $99 per month. Call Peter at 886-
Terfy _Hj (here my name j# Jerry don .t
you
think I'm pretty? If you said no, I'll eat
— your car.
ROOMMATE WANTED: A non-smoking Cindy - Cindy's idol is Mr. Read, because
female who wishes to share a spacious he's a neat guy.
double room in an apartmenton Hazel St.. Frank - The entire Hons Comp class
Rent: $42/week. Phone Hilary at 886-5255. thought it would be hilariously funny if
Frank failed calculus, just as a joke.
SWIMMING POOL, air conditioning.
..
Kevin - Kevin was born in a small village to
Luxury Summer Living for one ortwo. One a poor family of immigrant
farmers. It's
large bedroom available. Sublet May-Aug.,
been uphill ever since.
option to lease. Rent neg. Call now, 576- Greg
- Greg has curly hair. Greg and his
0785. hair go to bed every night, get up every
morning, and can be seen walking
— together every day.
Aft Pnnmc
_
Martin - Martin knows APL. Martin knows
MU nUOITIa
nothingelse, but Martin knows APL. APL is
JO Unfurnished backwards, Martin is backwards.
Stavros - Stavros is Greek, I bet you never
knew that.
SINGLE ROOM FOR RENT. This room is Ernie - Ernie used to be popular, then he
huge, and is located one minute from started talking to people.
WLU, and is available beginning May Ist. Everett - What stands six feet tall, is
Phone 888-6576.
muscular, sexy and attractive? Certainly
not Everett.
Pasquale - Rumours that Pasquale and
AAA Qtorvurranhir Everette are joined at the hip are untrue,
/XM ■r"*' but supportedby the fact that neither were
LSJ J Services seen over the winter break.
Robin - Some things are better left unsaid.
WORD PROCESSING. One block from £an
" bein
9
walked on by Robin,
campus. 80* per double-spacedpage. May
Dan ,en oys
K
be ' n9 |
a" & eatm 9 Chmese
book ahead. Same day/day after service.
people for breakfast.
Draft copy provided. Phone 885-1353.
Chinese congregation - we re Chinese. We
represent the majority of Hons Comp. We
LETTER QUALITY TYPING for your
sit at ,he back of P h ysics class and the
resumes, essays, thesis, etc.. Data stored
front of 165. We talk in Chinese and usually
for future revisions. Reasonable rates.
can be ' ound huddled together in the
Delivery arranged. Call Diane at 576-1284. Torque
Room doing our algebra
assignment and plotting against Brad.
QUALIFIED SECRETARY. Will type
"
Bi9 Guy"
anything from resumes to theses. IBM
lr
.
~
7
Selectric and Olympia Electric typewriter.
From your not-so-secret
Will edit and correct spelling. Will supply f*™"
'
,th m°
006 °
naner Call Pamela at 884-6913
initiated me into the world of panzerottis,
' here's a toast in ink to your Rolls Royce
THERESIA'S TYPING Service: resumes, f
nd my manS'on_Thanks again for a very
reports and theses. Phone 576-1997.
special evening. The cleaning lady.
TYPING — 14 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
172
..
K,N C STREET N
-
Nice to see your
typing university reports, theses, etc.. J^?9
,
ac «s s° early ,n the morning
Engineering and technical papers a
™ Shf
;
,l
I|
h
,
,nkm
?
tha y0" co" ld ever ,(l1
specialty. Call Nancy anytime at 576-7901.
them full. Love from the Sex Vixens.
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING: Experi-
SC og
MME FROIDE; Qui Est Vous?
ence in typing hand-written reports,
theses, manuscripts, tables, etc.. Excellent
spelling and grammar. Editing,
TO OUR QUEEN VICTORIA. Breakfast
proofreading, 20 years' secretarial
will be served on Friday, April 6 to
experience. Dependable, fast and
commemorate your dethronement. Your
accurate service. Call Norma, 743-7247. escorts
will arrive at 8:30. Dress is formal.
PEAHEADS
!!!!!
GARFUNKEL
D.C.
?????
The Toronto Sin, Thursday, April 5, 1984 15
1 $
f|
All-you-can-eat «
1 Spl wings 1
$
Tuesday Night |
» ... , , »,. , •
$3.99 8
I Wednesday Night is |
I Ladies' Night 1
I 2 for 1 draughts) 7-11 p.m. |
| double shots at single prices |
I HOTEL WATERLOO I
| 4 King St. N, Waterloo (King and Erb) 885-5840 |
fDR.
G.A. GRANT
DR. Y.J. GRANT
DR. D C. LUTZI
DR. J.E. HOHNER
OPTOMETRISTS
232 King St. N.
■ WATERLOO
a across from the WLU
j
Athletic Complex
I \C V * or appointments call
\} 112 / 885-2574
———
Razor Edge
W\n of Waterloo welcomes you!
fj|\ Men's & Women's Hairstyling
0 0 Men $7.00 Women $7.50
Complete with Blow Dry
Mon. - closed Tues. & Wed. -8:30 - 5:45
Thurs. & Fri. - 8:30 - 6:00
Sat. - 8:00 - 3:30
28 University Ave. East
Between Regina & Weber St., Waterloo
886-2060
• VOLKER-CRAIG LTD: Electronic Surplus Sale •
•
Integrated Circuits - LSI Chips, RAMS
•
• Components - Resistors, Capacitors, Connectors, Semi-conductors •
I Hardware - Keyboards, Video monitors, Power supplies I
• Open to public, Saturday, April 7, 1984 9 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. J
•
Student Specials - VC4O4 Display Terminal at $350.00 I
• GPIOO Printer at $150.00 (other Display Terminals available) •
• Phone (519)746-1060 for additional product info or I
I visit at Volker-Craig Ltd., 330 Weber St. N., Waterloo,
Ont. ;
Forde Studio
10% discount for
all DELUXE finish
packages
78 Francis St. N. [ Kitchener 745-8637
(Block of Weber, Water & King)
:j Brunswick Frederick Plaza Lanes ;l
Rock N B OWL
!; SATURDAYS 11:30 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
|| LATE DATE
«; MUSIC VIDEOS IN OUR LOUNGE
;! ROCK MUSIC TO BE PLAYED WHILE YOU \
;! BOWL
!j FREE GAMES AND L.P.'S TO
BE WON .
I; Join In The Fun |
BRUNSWICK FREDERICK
PLAZA LANES
;; 385 FREDERICK STREET >
!; KITCHENER k;!;
THE CORD WEEKLY, Thursday, April 5, 1984
16 The Toronto Sin, Thursday, April 5, 1984
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An interviewwithBrian Mulroney.
In a recent interview with the new leader people become aware of job opportuni- Brian Mulroney: On the contrary, R&D
of the Progressive Conservative Party, ties. Clearly, as job displacement centers, is important for every sector, including
we asked seven key questions. His the Canada Employment centers are not traditional sectors like forestry, mining
answers to these questions will be of performing adequately. And we will insti- and agriculture. Look at how our enor- *
interest to every young Canadian. tute programs specifically designed to mous productivity improvement in
address chronic unemployment which agriculture has been assisted by our re-
Question: Mr. Mulroney, both in your tragically plagues certain regions of search efforts in disease control, pes-
leadership campaign and in your Canada. ticides, weather prediction and animal
speeches since last June, you have stres- . husbandry. That's why I say the real
sed the need for improved productivity Question: Is our record in R & D really challenge facing Canada is to apply new
and a serious research ana development so bad? technology in old as well as new
strategy. What precisely does that mean Brian Mulroney: Just look at the figures. industries.
for Canada's youth? Under 15 years or Liberal rule, we actually Ouestion- You are almost callin2 for
Brian Mulroney: The answer can be ex-
Z&&£ourispending on R& D from %ock treatment to our economy.
pressed in three words: jobs, investment, J^?
9
,
to 113 of total GNP. All of our indus-
Brian Mulroney: When 545,000 young
and growth. Jobs because employment 'I eoaSof PeoP le are out of work > when we have a
opportunities for Canada's 545,000 un-
double that while Japan has a goal l
negative balance of trade in high tech-
employed youth can only be secured 1120*Jn'Ves GermarwsDendtne "ofogy goods of more than 57.1 billion,
on research ten all of Canada
B
com- J recognize
» ««»* hand
- W? must
is expendiUire
?n
new
b'ned! The
Passive
Conservative f—; ad—,-—..and (_
R & D<2n£ntto2s%rfGNP. ment
,
in technology. We must assure that
TT 1011I
01
1
'0t ° 112 gr°Und l°
make
UP '" nZ^Vn^ZnlZlnLna,
making our way in the world, for tackling
*e Oology race. Question. You seem to have a personal
Ca
e
nadfa
e
ns
y " Unemp'°yed Question: How does R&D relate to our Brian Mu|roney . Anyone interested in thenadia .
unemployment cnsis? future of this or the world at
Question: Is there anything specific you Brian Mulroney: Someone once told me large has to take a personal interest
would do to get jobs for youth? that while love makes the world go round, These new technologies -silicon chips,
„ .
, ~,
... ~ .
research and development makes it go satellite technology, biotechnology and
Bnan Mulroney. We will provide in- forward. The National Research Council the like - are having a profound effect on
creased incentives to employers to hire estimates that for every additional our society. They are both a curse and a
and train young people. A Progressive
one per cent committed to R& D, blessing. But I think that when we can
Conservative government will significant-
800,000 jobs are created. Look around at get our government programs relevant
ly expand wage subsidy programs, such t^e sectors which are growing: pharma- again, we can get real growth and jobs
as the career access program. We will also ceuticals, computers, electrons, bio- for our people
substitute a program of refundable
technology, telecommunications! These
*
I>u ■
* ￿• k ￿+kemployer tax credits, to credit employers are all sec*fors where the R& D component nr. n
F°r further information about the
with a portion of their income, or federal 112 s endi is ve wh xh are ago the
PC. Party or your PC Campus
payroll taxes, where they agree to hire cPr tnrc retina npw Association phone (613) 238-6111 or write:
and train young people for a fixed period.
g ' '
PC. Youth Information, Suite 200,
We will greatly improve existing "infor- Question: Is R& D important only for 161 Laurier Ave. West, Ottawa,
mation exchanges" through which young high tech sectors? Ontario KIP 5J2
P.C. YOUTH FEDERATION
OF CANADA
II
